NETKAMU

It generates professional solutions for all work steps required to realize expropriation projects. It is a Netcad
product that can perform all procedure steps in expropriation projects of road, channel, dam, pond and power
transmission line and follows the current legislation.
Netkamu takes into account the needs of institutions and organizations that carry out and follow
expropriation projects while producing dynamic projects that comply with the legislation for their users. It
has been formed in line with the usage and design recommendations of the experts in the field of
expropriation.

PREREQUISITES

NETKAMU is a dependent product on NETCAD GIS and NETMAP.

MAIN FEATURES
Defining Project Parameters

Determining the expropriation limit

Ability to work with old and new expropriation
areas

Making ABC Area Calculation

Integrating the title deed verbal data into the
defined project
Determining the expropriation limit and, if any,
additional expropriation limit
Creating Parcel Information (KAP) and Property
Owner Information (KML) files
Performing Automatic Record Creation process
for graphic screen and Parcel Information
integration
Integration of data such as type, location,
expropriation status, neighborhood to the
project thanks to Enter Collective Information
Determining the parcels to be expropriated
Dynamically adding SOME (Cyber Incident
Response Team) information to the project
Ability to perform distance control between the
SOMEs.
Generating routes from graphic objects
Ability to determine additional routes as may be
required
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Determining easement areas and adding them to
the project
Processing the title deed areas to the parcels in the
project
Entering data such as institution file number, sheet,
easement area thanks to Get Information from the
Screen
Creating Institution File Number
The feature of saving the project in the form of a roll

Ability to receive reports compliant with the
legislation such as inventory, summary chart and
detailed table
Receiving declaration compliant with the legislation
With the Package Project option, storing the project
in the central database in accordance with the KGM
standards
Ability to control with the graphic interactive,
dynamic Pole Editor
Ease of following the required legal processes after
expropriation thanks to the Savings Module
Entering and calculating ownership fees, preparing
declaration of real estate tax returns within the
scope of the Savings Module
Calculation of expropriation price thanks to the
Savings Module

MAIN ADVANTAGES
Projects fully compliant with the legislation
Fast transfer of verbal title deed data obtained
from TKGM (General Directorate of Land Registry
and Cadastre)
Dynamic reporting capability
Ease of expropriation status entry
Standard data generation thanks to the defined
project templates
Dynamic editors for power transmission line
projects
Ability to work in two neighborhoods
simultaneously with multiple project parameters
entry
Declaration templates specially prepared for the
relevant institution
Graphic interactive operation feature thanks to its
Pole Editor
Ability to automatically draw a route
Ease of preparing multiple declaration
Tracking property owner transactions thanks to
the Savings Editor
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